382 THE LIGHT FANTASTIC
Physicists in China and elsewhere are vying to build lasers so powerful they could rip apart empty space
By E. Cartlidge

388 PEROVSKITE SOLAR CELLS MUST COME OF AGE
Developing aging standards is required for industrialization
By M. Saliba

389 WHEN DID MODERN HUMANS LEAVE AFRICA?
A ~180,000-year-old fossil from Israel provides evidence for early forays of Homo sapiens into western Asia
By C. Stringer and J. Galway-Within
► REPORT P. 456

390 COMPLEXITY IN TARGETING MEMBRANE PROTEINS
Discovery of a new pathway provides a role for a conserved membrane protein complex
By M. Y. Fry and W. M. Clemons Jr.
► REPORT P. 470

392 CONSERVING HONEY BEES DOES NOT HELP WILDLIFE
High densities of managed honey bees can harm populations of wild pollinators
By J. Geldmann and J. P. González-Varo

393 TOWARD A SILICON-BASED QUANTUM COMPUTER
A controlled NOT gate for two quantum bits is demonstrated with a strained-silicon device
By L. R. Schreiber and H. Bluhm
► REPORT P. 439

395 ENGAGING OVER DATA ON FRACKING AND WATER QUALITY
Data alone aren’t the solution, but they bring people together
By S. L. Brantley et al.
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386 USING NATURE TO UNDERSTAND NURTURE
Genetic associations show how parenting matters for children’s education
By P. D. Koellinger and K. P. Harden
► RESEARCH ARTICLE P. 424
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382 AUSTRALIAN STATE FORECASTS DEADLY THUNDERSTORM ASTHMA
Scientists probe ways that storms weaponize pollen
By K. Körnei
► VIDEO

381 MUON’S MAGNETISM COULD POINT TO NEW PHYSICS
After a hiatus of nearly 20 years, experimental scrutiny of fleeting particle resumes
By A. Cho
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Scientists probe ways that storms weaponize pollen
By K. Körnei
► VIDEO

378 CRACKDOWN THREATENS SCIENCE IN TURKEY
Verdict expected soon in trial of dual-nationality scientist accused of terrorism
By K. McTighe

377 IN THOUSANDS OF BRAIN SCANS, GROUP SEeks CLUES TO DISEASES
Amid probe of many brain disorders, ENIGMA finds common structural changes in diverse kinds of epilepsy
By G. Guglielmi

376 HEAVY-LIFT ROCKET POISED TO BOOST SPACE SCIENCE
Falcon Heavy could enable faster, heavier, cheaper missions
By A. Mann

375 CRITICS SEE ONLY RISKS, NO BENEFITS IN HORSEPOX PAPER
Scientists say their labmade virus could make a new smallpox vaccine. Others call it a “mistake” and a “stunt”
By K. Kupferschmidt

374 NEW THERAPY FOR BONE MARROW DISEASES SHOWS PROMISE
First-in-human data from a new approach shows promise for treating sickle cell disease
By A. C. Miller

373 SCIENCE VIDEO: BRIGHT IDEAS IN THE CLOUD
Clouds are not just filled with water droplets. They are a dynamic place of growth and change.
► VIDEO
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A leopard (*Panthera pardus fusca*) walking through an alley in Mumbai, India. In human-modified landscapes, mammals move distances that are, on average, one-half to one-third the length of their movements in the wild. Reduced travel distances may have far-reaching consequences for species survival and ecosystem functioning. See page 466.  
*Photo: Nayan Khanolkar/Minden Pictures*
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